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Discover Flexibility and Power with Xera
XERA: The Next Era of e-Discovery is the next generation in early case assessment and review, representing the evolution of on-
line hosted review platforms that improve efficiency and streamline workflows for legal review and collaborative investigations. 
The XERA Platform is a comprehensive ECA, litigation review and production solution developed in HTML5. It integrates modern 
design and intuitive functionality with the power of SQL or Oracle and is browser agnostic – accessible via any connected device 
- desktops, laptops, and tablets including the iPAD. Designed by studying how you use Web, smartphone and tablet technologies, 
XERA delivers familiar technology in an elegant platform for greater efficiency and accuracy.

Let Xera improve your  
eDiscovery workflow

 y Smarter insights with early case 
assessment.

 y Instant information with faceted 
search.

 y Better collaboration with  
embedded communication tools.

 y Ready for international projects 
with interface language options.

www.iconect.com  |  855.915.8888

Get a Competitive edge with Xera

Scalability and Power
 ~ Easily adapt to changing case loads with expanded data storage:  leverage your existing 

SQL investments with Xera which gives you control over how your data is managed.

Speed and Accuracy
 ~ Fast e-mail analytics: target and identify significant e-mail communication with  

6 Degrees - Relationship Visualizer.
 ~ Quick attachment review: easy review of attachments in Document View.

Security
 ~ Synchronization with Active Directory: centralize user management by linking Xera users 

with Active Directory.

See why Xera is Better

Comprehensive search capabilities
 ~ Speed up and refine complex searches using Facets.
 ~ Streamline reviews and collaboration by saving search queries for re-use.
 ~ Provide quick visual search cues with word lists and automatic keyword search highlighting.

Smart analytics
 ~ One-click review of e-mail relationships using 6 Degrees - Relationship Visualizer.
 ~ Toggle between e-mails with attachments and near-duplicates for fast review and 

consistent coding.
 ~ Easily view and assess e-mails and attachments with the same coding designations.

Simplified, consistent review
 ~ Streamline reviews by creating and assigning document batches to reviewers. 
 ~ Ensure review accuracy using coding groups; reviewers choose one tag in that group.
 ~ Work with documents in any language, including Chinese, Japanese, Korean.
 ~ Instantly determine project status by reviewing Comments, Tasks, and Messages from 

project team members. 
 ~ Drive coding accuracy and gain collection insight through statistical sampling.

Faster, precise production tools
 ~ Gain flexibility, generating productions of JPG images and multi-page TIFF images.
 ~ Improve accuracy and speed with embedded native file viewers.
 ~ Annotate or redact key files as they are identified.
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Multi-Level Security System
 y Ensure data integrity protection 

with privileged, safe access to data 
by project, database, or user.

 y Limit users to specific fields, 
batches, documents, or workflows.

Powerful Production Tools
 y Batch print, burn to CD/DVD, or 

download groups or specific  
documents for a project.

 y Export native files or data as 
needed, for seamless integration 
with other leading products.

Seamless Imports
Integrations with Kazeon, Nexidia, 
Digital Reef, Nuix, Wave, Mindseye, 
Trident, Law, IPRO, and more.

Extensive Exports
Export directly to Sanction, Trial-
Director, CaseMap, and TimeMap.

Dedicated Support
24/7 telephone support, a  
customer-accessible ticket tracking 
system, and user groups ensure 
that you take advantage of  
optimal performance in your  
environment.

Reduce e-discovery costs and inefficiencies with the  
litigation support and legal review solution from iCONECT

iCONECT Xera At a Glance
Functionality Xera
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API ü
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Customizable workflow ü
Multi-level review capability ü
Statistical sampling ü
Batch management (review and reporting) ü
Word Marking; pinpoint distinct words ü
Images, Online redactions and Production handling

Tiff-on-the-fly ü
Redact images and native files ü
Run or schedule productions ü
Robust searching capabilities

Save and re-use searches ü
Faceted searching ü
E-mail and Near Duplicate analysis and review

E-mail analytics ü
Reporting on domains in the collection (Domain Tally) ü
E-mail chain handling ü
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Project Teamwork (Tasks, Messages, and Comments) ü
Foreign language/Unicode capability ü
View the Xera interface in the language of your choice ü

       * Oracle version available mid 2012. 

Trusted Solutions from iCONECT
As an in-house tool or hosted by a worldwide network of Legal Service Providers,  
iCONECT’s software, expertise and support is trusted by the top AmLaw 100 law 
firms, Fortune 500 corporate legal departments and Magic Circle firms for  
document review, mergers and acquisitions, and domestic or international  
multi-party cases.
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